WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Agenda
Wednesday, July 11, 2018
6:30 p.m.
Call To Order
Pledge of Allegiance
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Community Day - Saturday, July 21, at Exton Park beginning at 4:00 p.m. with concert
at 6:30 p.m. followed by fireworks at dark
PUBLIC COMMENT:

HEARINGS:
1.

Exton Elementary Conditional Use – Decision and Order

CONSENT:
1.

Approval of June 27, 2018 Minutes

2.

Accounts Payable Warrant Report

3.

Resolution 2018-xx Disposition of Media

NEW BUSINESS:
1.

Authorization to Bid Clover Mill Road Sinkhole Remediation

2.

Resolution 2018-xx – Application for Traffic Signal Approval - Green Light-Go
Projects

3.

Approval of Memorandum of Understanding – Swedesford Chase Homeowners
Association

Adjournment

Next Meeting: July 25, 2018
Next Ordinance: 443
Next Resolution: 28

West Whiteland Township
Board of Supervisors
Meeting Etiquette for Public Meetings

The Board of Supervisors welcomes the opportunity to listen to citizens' comments on
matters involving Township business. To maintain a respectful and productive
atmosphere for public discussion, the following guidelines will apply:

1) Those with questions or comments for anyone at the meeting are expected to
keep the substance and tone respectful.
2) Only one person speaks at a time.
3) Commenters will share their name and address for the minutes.
4) In the interest of time, the Board may limit speakers to three minutes each.

When meetings involve long agendas and/or topics about which many people may
want to comment, the following additional ground rules may apply:

5) The Board has discretion to decide that first preference for speaking will be
given to West Whiteland residents, followed by non-residents if time permits.
The Chairman will announce at the beginning of the meeting when this
procedure will apply and ask that all speakers give their name and address.
6) In the interest of time, all speakers must come to the microphone and form a
line near the microphone prior to speaking. The audience will refrain from
asking questions or responding to speakers or the Supervisors from their chairs.
7) Speakers will be asked to keep their comments as brief as possible and limit
repetition of comments to allow time for others to get their turn at the
microphone.
8) Time limits may be set when needed to leave enough time for the other items
on the agenda.

MEMORANDUM
DATE: July 6, 2018
TO: Board of Supervisors
FROM: John R. Weller, AICP
Director of Planning and Zoning
SUBJECT: Exton Elementary School
Approval of conditional use application
APPLICANT: West Chester Area School District
c/o Mr. Kevin Campbell
1181 McDermott Dr.
West Chester, PA 19380

SITE ADDRESS: 301 Hendricks Ave.
Exton, PA 19341

TAX PARCEL: 41-5G-21
ZONING: R-4, Residential
DESCRIPTION: Construction of a 7,890 sq.ft. addition to Exton Elementary
School. Conditional use review is required pursuant to §325105.B of the Township Zoning Ordinance for the expansion of
a legally non-conforming use.
Recommended Motion
To approve the Decision and Order regarding the conditional use application of the West
Chester School District for the construction of a 7,890 sq.ft. addition to the Exton Elementary
School at 301 Hendricks Ave.
Background
Exton Elementary School (“School”) occupies a 16.5-acre tract in the Whiteland Crest
neighborhood. The Applicant desires to construct a single-story addition providing 7,890
sq.ft. of space at the northeastern corner of the site. The Zoning Officer determined that the
addition is an enlargement of a legally non-conforming use and therefore required conditional
use approval, pursuant to §325-105.B of the Zoning Ordinance.
The Zoning Officer also determined that the project did not comply with the impervious cover
limit or the building setback requirement and therefore required Zoning relief in order to be
built as shown. The Township Zoning Hearing Board granted the necessary relief subsequent
to a hearing on February 22, 2018.

The Township Planning Commission reviewed this project at their meeting of June 5, 2018
and unanimously passed a motion recommending that the Board approve the conditional use
application.
The Applicant presented testimony to the Board regarding this project at a hearing on June
27, 2018. At the conclusion of the testimony, the Board directed the Township Solicitor to
draft a Decision and Order (“D&O”) document approving the conditional use application. The
hearing was continued on the record until tonight.
The Solicitor’s draft has been reviewed by Staff and found satisfactory. It is our understanding that the draft has also been reviewed by the Applicant and found acceptable. We have no
objection to Board action on the D&O tonight. Such action will allow the Applicant to
proceed with land development review.
Attachment
1.

Decision and Order document prepared by Lamb McErlane dated July 5, 2018.

H:\Plans\DEF\Exton Elem Sch\2018 Addition\Weller BOS memo dated 7-6-18.doc
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Solicitor draft 07-05-18
BEFORE THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
OF WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
CHESTER COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

IN RE: CONDITIONAL USE APPLICATION OF
WEST CHESTER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT (EXTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL)
DECISION AND ORDER

AND NOW, this 11th day of July, 2018, the Board of Supervisors of West Whiteland
Township (referred to hereinafter as the “Board” or the “Township”, respectively); following and
on the basis of an evidentiary hearing conducted on June 27, 2018 and July 11, 2018 (referred to
hereinafter as the “Hearing”) hereby grants, subject to strict and complete compliance with the
conditions specified herein below, the Application of West Chester Area School District
(referred to hereinafter as the “Application of the Applicant”) for conditional use approval
presented pursuant to Sections 325-105.B and 325-124.A of Chapter 325 of the Township of
West Whiteland Code of Ordinances (referred to hereinafter as the “Code”), said Chapter 325
being the codification of the West Whiteland Township Zoning Ordinance of 1998, as amended
(referred to hereinafter as the “Zoning Ordinance”) in order to enlarge the legally existing nonconforming Exton Elementary School located at 301 Hendricks Avenue and Tax Map Parcel No.
41-5G-21 in West Whiteland Township (referred to hereinafter as the “Property”) by adding a
7,890 square foot addition to the existing elementary school including new classroom space and
related improvements (referred to hereinafter as the “Development”).

The Development for which conditional use approval is hereby sought is depicted in a
plan titled “Conditional Use Plans for West Chester School District Exton Elementary School
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Expansion” prepared by Chester Valley Engineers, Inc., dated May 9, 2018, consisting of
fourteen (14) sheets (referred to hereinafter as the “Plan”) admitted into the record as Exhibit A7.

The Hearing was the subject of prior notice as required by the Zoning Ordinance and the
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code, Act of July 31, 1968, P.L. 805, as amended,
(“MPC”) 53 P.S. §§10101 et seq. Board Chairman Theresa Santalucia, Board Vice Chairman
Michele Moll, and Board Member Beth Jones were in attendance. The Board was represented by
its Solicitor, Vincent M. Pompo, Esquire of the firm of Lamb McErlane PC. Applicant was
represented by Ross Unruh, Esquire of the firm of Unruh, Turner, Burke and Frees, PC.
Applicant’s case consisted of the sworn testimony together with the documentary exhibits
presented at the Hearing.

At the close of the Hearing on July 11, 2018, the record was closed. The record consists
of the transcribed Notes of Testimony prepared by Elaine Parrish, Official Court Reporter,
together with the documentary exhibits marked for identification and admitted into the record by
the Board.

This Decision and Order are rendered and entered in accordance with MPC

§603(c)(2), 53 P.S. §10603(c)(2) and Code §325-124.B.

On the basis of the evidence of record and following the resolution of all conflicts in the
said evidence, the Board grants the Application of the Applicant subject to the conditions
specified herein below. The Board finds and concludes that the Application of the Applicant, if
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amended and supplemented in accordance with the conditions specified herein below, will meet
all of the specific standards and regulations for eligibility specified in the Zoning Ordinance.

In so conditionally granting the Application of the Applicant, the Board has relied upon
the testimony, plans, and other exhibits presented by the Applicant and the said testimony, plans,
and other exhibits are hereby incorporated as additional conditions of approval, the Applicant
(including for the purposes of the conditions imposed and attached herein, the Applicant’s
successor(s) in interest to the Property) being strictly bound by all of the representations made
therein whether or not express reference thereto is contained herein below. The Property shall be
developed in compliance with all of the testimony, plans and other exhibits presented by the
Applicant and admitted into the record, unless modified by the enumerated conditions herein
below.

The additional conditions described below are imposed and attached subject to the
following general principles. Unless a different mechanism is expressly required, compliance
with these conditions shall ordinarily be established in the context of the subsequent applications
for preliminary and final land development approvals. All conditions shall be complied with to
the satisfaction of the Township.

Any aspect of the said application or any revision thereto

materially inconsistent with these conditions will require re-application to and re-hearing by the
Board prior to land development approval. Any violation of the conditions during or following
construction will be treated as a violation of the financial security or the Zoning Ordinance, as
the case shall be, subject to the enforcement mechanisms specified in MPC §§ 511 and 616-617,
53 P.S. §§ 10511 and 10616-10617. Improvements, whether public, quasi-public, or common
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private, required by these conditions shall be depicted in the land development submission and
their construction secured as required by MPC §509, 53 P.S. §10509.

Most fundamentally, this Decision and Order grants only zoning, conditional use
approval in accordance with their express terms for the Development as described in the
Application of the Applicant and by the testimony and exhibits. Nothing contained in this
Decision and Order shall be construed to abrogate or limit the obligation of Applicant to comply
with the applicable requirements of the Township’s Subdivision and Land Development
Ordinance (“SLDO”). Except as expressly augmented and clarified by these conditions, review
of the land development application shall be in accordance with all of the otherwise applicable
standards, specifications, and regulations of the Township and of all other agencies with
jurisdiction over the Property, the Development, or any aspect thereof.

Any proposed

development or use of the Property different in any aspect from Applicant’s proposal will require
conditional use application to and approval from the Board.

The following conditions are imposed and attached pursuant to the authority of the MPC
§ 603(c), 53 P.S. § 10603(c) and the Code §325-124.C.(2):

1.

The land development plan submission shall be revised as necessary to resolve all

consultant concerns, including those set forth in the SSM Group, Inc. letter of May 30, 2018
(Exhibit B-6), the Traffic Planning and Design, Inc. letter of May 29, 2018 (Exhibit B-7), the
Theurkauf Design and Planning Memorandum of June 13, 2018 (Exhibit B-8) and Fire Marshal
memorandum of May 30, 2018 (Exhibit B-10), to the satisfaction of the Township.
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2.

The Applicant shall implement the proposed new passenger vehicle drop off and

pick up plan with vehicles entering the parking lot at the drive closest to the Henricks Avenue
cul-de-sac, and exiting at the drive opposite the main building entrance, as shown on Exhibit A8, commencing with the upcoming 2018-2019 school year. Following the opening of the school
year, the Applicant shall review whether the new plan has proven effective in mitigating the
offsite stacking/parking of vehicles on Henricks Avenue, and report its findings in writing to the
Township no later than November 1, 2018. In the event the Township determines further action
is necessary to address the offsite stacking/parking of vehicles, the Township may direct the
Applicant to implement other measures including but not limited to (1) a second onsite vehicle
drop off and pick up lane within the parking lot; and/or (2) the use of the existing overflow
parking area within the paved play area as an additional vehicle stacking/parking area.

3.

The Applicant will cooperate with the Township and PennDOT to address the

timing of the traffic signal controller at the intersection of Pottstown Pike (Route 100) and
Bartlett Avenue in relation to the in-loop detector and the four way stop sign at Bartlett Avenue
and Crest Avenue, in order to determine whether modifications to the controller and/or the four
way stop intersections are necessary to more efficiently clear traffic exiting the school, as
testified to by Applicant’s traffic engineer. The Applicant agrees to reimburse the Township’s
reasonable cost in making any necessary modifications.

4.

Applicant shall execute and provide to the Township a recordable, notarized copy

of a memorandum containing a metes and bounds description of the Property in question and
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stipulating the terms and conditions of this approval and shall consent to the recording by the
Township in the office of the Recorder of Deeds of Chester County within sixty (60) days
following the date of this Decision and Order.

5.

Within 30 days of the date of this Decision and Order, Applicant shall pay in full

all fees charged by Township consultants for review of the Application of the Applicant and
plans and preparation of this Decision and Order.

6.

Applicant shall express to the Board in writing delivered to the Township

Administrative offices within 10 days of Applicant’s receipt of this Decision its full and
complete consent to the conditions specified herein above or the Application of the Applicant is
denied; the Board expressly finding and concluding that the Application of the Applicant, in the
absence of compliance with the said conditions, is inconsistent with the standards, criteria,
purposes and policies codified in Code §325-124.C.

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP

________________________________
Theresa Santalucia, Chairman

________________________________
Michele Moll, Vice Chairman

________________________________
Beth Jones, Supervisor
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Attest:

_____________________________
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Mimi Gleason

DATE:

July 6, 2018

SUBJECT:

Consent Agenda

Recommended Motion:
To approve the Consent Agenda consisting of the June 27, 2018 Minutes, the Accounts Payable
Warrant Report dated July 11, 2018, and Resolution 2018-xx Disposition of Media.
Background:
A consent agenda groups the routine, procedural, informational and self-explanatory, noncontroversial items typically found in an agenda. These items are then presented to the Board in
a single motion for an up or down vote after allowing anyone to request that a specific item be
moved to the full agenda for individual attention. Other items, particularly those requiring strategic
thought, decision making or action, are handled as regular agenda items with full discussion. All
items on the consent portion of the agenda are still open to discussion and debate if a Board
member requests they be moved to the full agenda.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE WARRANT REPORT
CHECK # 60283 TO 60344

DATE 07/11/2018

WARRANT 07112018

GENERAL FUND
SEWER FUND
SEWER CONSTRUCTION FUND
SOLID WASTE FUND
LIQUID FUELS FUND
POST RETIREMENT MEDICAL FUND
EQUIP REPLACEMENT FUND
PUBLIC SERVICE FUND
TECHNOLOGY FUND
SUBTOTAL

183,911.11
39,950.75
16,464.19
20.79
182,012.33
7,288.68
30,689.00
37,774.95
4,227.13
502,338.93

PROCUREMENT CARDS - JUNE 2018 EXPENSES

TC061318

GENERAL FUND
SEWER FUND
SOLID WASTE FUND
TECHNOLOGY FUND
SUBTOTAL

22,796.60
2,407.49
34,466.05
(43.89)
59,626.25

TOTALFUNDS - POSTAGE METER

Refund for Erroneous Charge

CHECK# 60282

GENERAL FUND
SEWER FUND
SOLID WASTE FUND
SUBTOTAL

WARRANT 06212018
1,480.00
360.00
160.00
2,000.00

TOTAL

563,965.18

APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

DATE

THERESA SANTALUCIA

MICHELE MOLL

ELIZABETH JONES

West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR

INV DATE

195 - ACUITY SPECIALTY 6/20/2018
PRODUCTS, INC.

5328 - AETNA

6/17/2018

170 - ARLENE M LAROSA 6/19/2018
RPR

CHECK #
60344

60283

60284

INV #
9003484311

31228413

061318

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

014300 3245

404500 3156

014140 3316

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

PW SUPPLIES

102.45

102.45

VENDOR TOTAL

102.45

3,038.09

POST RETIREMENT
HEALTH/JULY 2018

389.29

389.29

VENDOR TOTAL

389.29

1,946.45

PROFESSIONAL
225.00
SERVICES/BOS 06/13/18

225.00

VENDOR TOTAL

225.00

542.00

4011 - ASAP HYD EXTON, 6/19/2018
LLC

60285

94633

024290 3245

SEWER SUPPLIES

38.63

38.63

6/21/2018

60285

94737

024290 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

56.29

56.29

6/21/2018

60285

94744

024290 3245

SEWER SUPPLIES

25.72

25.72

VENDOR TOTAL

120.64

1,583.86

569 - ASSOCIATED
TRUCK PARTS

798 - BERGEY'S

6/25/2018

60286

243668

014300 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

394.18

394.18

6/25/2018

60286

243792

014300 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

129.16

129.16

VENDOR TOTAL

523.34

1,151.60

FLEET SUPPLIES

224.21

224.21

VENDOR TOTAL

224.21

224.21

2018 ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP

250.00

250.00

VENDOR TOTAL

250.00

544.11

6/26/2018

771 - BRANDYWINE RED 6/8/2018
CLAY ALLIANCE

60287

60288

PH615003R

06082018

014300 3490

014300 3306
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR

INV DATE

5014 - CAMPBELL
6/8/2018
DURRANT BEATTY
PALOMBO & MILLER P.C.

4387 - CHARLES A.
HIGGINS & SONS, INC

6/13/2018

1143 - CONTROLEX
6/21/2018
SERVICE CORPORATION

244 - CONWAY POWER
EQUIPMENT

1878 - D'AMBROSIO'S
AUTO GROUP

4415 - DEARBORN
NATIONAL

6/28/2018

6/26/2018

CHECK #
60289

60290

60291

60292

60293

INV #
63420

47207

18-183

47685

DOCS956198

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

014100 3314

354380 3456

024290 3450

014520 3245

014100 3454

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

SPECIAL LABOR
11,503.08
COUNSEL/MAY SERVICES

11503.08

VENDOR TOTAL

11,503.08

16,054.28

INSTALL OF TRAFFIC
SIGNAL KEVA DR & RT
30

180,287.80

180287.80

VENDOR TOTAL

180,287.80

180,287.80

FLOW METER
CALIBRATIONS

700.00

700.00

VENDOR TOTAL

700.00

7,995.00

PARKS
SUPPLIES/MOWER BELT

65.45

65.45

VENDOR TOTAL

65.45

1,153.46

FLEET MAINTENANCE

965.06

965.06

VENDOR TOTAL

965.06

1,398.50

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

014010 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

49.99

49.99

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

014050 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

72.23

72.23

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

014100 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

542.09

542.09

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

014130 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

68.70

68.70

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

014140 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

51.80

51.80

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

014300 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

139.07

139.07
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VENDOR
4415 - DEARBORN
NATIONAL

2229 - DELAWARE
VALLEY HEALTH INS
TRUST

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

014520 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

49.30

49.30

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

024290 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

210.24

210.24

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

124310 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

10.53

10.53

6/15/2018

60294

F012698-1
JUL18

404500 3158

LIFE INSURANCE/JULY
2018

163.82

163.82

VENDOR TOTAL

1,357.77

12,319.36

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014010 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 3,128.48
2018

3128.48

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014050 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 2,784.56
2018

2784.56

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014100 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 40,776.81
2018

40776.81

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014130 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 4,004.50
2018

4004.50

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014140 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 2,375.95
2018

2375.95

7/1/2018

60295

15010

024290 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 11,164.15
2018

11164.15

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014300 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 5,068.08
2018

5068.08

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014520 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 2,375.95
2018

2375.95

7/1/2018

60295

15010

404500 3156

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 6,565.81
2018

6565.81

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014010 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 324.20
2018

324.20

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014050 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 276.44
2018

276.44

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014100 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 2,588.53
2018

2588.53
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VENDOR
2229 - DELAWARE
VALLEY HEALTH INS
TRUST

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014130 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 397.99
2018

397.99

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014140 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 265.33
2018

265.33

7/1/2018

60295

15010

024290 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 1,101.67
2018

1101.67

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014300 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 491.36
2018

491.36

7/1/2018

60295

15010

014520 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 265.33
2018

265.33

7/1/2018

60295

15010

404500 3152

HEALTH INSURANCE/JUL 169.76
2018

169.76

VENDOR TOTAL

84,124.90

743,389.05

113 - DELAWARE VALLEY 7/1/2018
WORKERS' COMP TRUST

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014010 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

71.25

71.25

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014050 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

64.98

64.98

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014100 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

30,563.97

30563.97

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014110 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

10,441.83

10441.83

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014130 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

2,291.97

2291.97

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014140 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

50.73

50.73

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014300 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

5,910.33

5910.33

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

014520 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

1,808.61

1808.61

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

024290 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

5,786.07

5786.07

7/1/2018

60296

WCPREM18WWHIT3

124310 3003

PREMIUMS/Q3 2018

10.26

10.26

VENDOR TOTAL

57,000.00

171,000.00
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VENDOR
2398 - DOWNINGTOWN
AUTO SUPPLY

5298 - EDMUNDS &
ASSOCIATES, INC

5269 - ELEVEN 10 LLC

INV DATE

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

6-998149

014300 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

66.55

66.55

6/20/2018

60297

6-998322

024290 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

116.78

116.78

VENDOR TOTAL

183.33

4,130.87

SEWER & RECYCLING
BILLING SOFTWARE

1,680.00

1680.00

VENDOR TOTAL

1,680.00

16,800.00

POLICE SUPPLIES

257.52

257.52

VENDOR TOTAL

257.52

257.52

BACKGROUND CHECKS

111.00

111.00

VENDOR TOTAL

111.00

1,284.00

COMMUNITY DAY
SUPPLIES

712.35

712.35

VENDOR TOTAL

712.35

712.35

2/7/2018

6/26/2018

1292 - FASTSIGNS

6/28/2018

4023 - G & A CLANTON,
INC

GL ACCOUNT

60297

6/8/2018

5340 - FIRSTPRO

INV #

6/19/2018

4221 - EMPLOYMENT
SCREENING SERVICES,
INC.

2404 - FAULKNER GMC

CHECK #

60298

60299

60300

60301

18-01590A

26912

39893540157

368-54148

706800 3709

014100 3238

014010 3450

014520 3758

6/22/2018

60302

185931

014300 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

42.46

42.46

6/25/2018

60302

185932

014300 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

42.12

42.12

VENDOR TOTAL

84.58

4,583.41

TEMP PERSONNEL

967.09

967.09

VENDOR TOTAL

967.09

6,069.86

6/19/2018

60303

658028

024290 3144

6/14/2018

60304

28266

014300 3365

PW SUPPLIES

35.95

35.95

6/14/2018

60304

28271

014300 3365

PW SUPPLIES

45.50

45.50
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
4023 - G & A CLANTON,
INC

3608 - GALLS, LLC

249 - GEORGE HOOK

594 - GRAINGER

2233 - GREATAMERICA
FINANCIAL SVCS.

5353 - GUARDIAN
ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES CO, INC.

INV DATE
6/15/2018

CHECK #
60304

INV #
28296

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

014300 3365

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

PW SUPPLIES

16.20

16.20

VENDOR TOTAL

97.65

332.90

6/12/2018

60305

010103077

014100 3196

POLICE UNIFORMS

85.37

85.37

6/13/2018

60305

010111170

014100 3238

POLICE UNIFORMS

134.07

134.07

6/16/2018

60305

010132812

014100 3196

POLICE SUPPLIES

41.20

41.20

VENDOR TOTAL

260.64

3,325.65

REIMBURSEMENT

142.50

142.50

VENDOR TOTAL

142.50

274.48

6/26/2018

60306

062618

024290 3191

6/21/2018

60307

9824878764

024290 3374

SEWER SUPPLIES/CMPS

206.75

206.75

6/21/2018

60307

9824878764

024290 3245

SEWER SUPPLIES/CMPS

66.00

66.00

VENDOR TOTAL

272.75

2,076.61

PLOTTER LEASE/JUNE
2018

385.00

385.00

VENDOR TOTAL

385.00

9,575.07

6/20/2018

60308

22863900

706800 3747

6/26/2018

60309

9746

655650 3784

CLEAN UP/115 LOCUST
LANE

13,758.00

13758.00

6/28/2018

60309

9747

655650 3784

DEMOLITION/115
LOCUST LANE

11,896.00

11896.00

VENDOR TOTAL

25,654.00

25,654.00
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR

INV DATE

63 - HANSON
6/6/2018
AGGREGATES PENNA INC

147 - HIGHWAY
MATERIALS INC

581 - HOME DEPOT
CREDIT SERVICES

4747 - INCARCERATE
INC.

4216 - INTERSTATE
BATTERIES OF
DELAWARE VALLEY

CHECK #
60310

INV #
3319631

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

354390 3679

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

2018 OVERLAY PROJECT/ 90.13
ROCKLAND DR

90.13

VENDOR TOTAL

1,503.25

90.13

6/7/2018

60311

71579

354390 3679

2018 OVERLAY
197.52
PROJECT/ROCKLAND DR

197.52

6/11/2018

60311

72144

354390 3679

2018 OVERLAY
62.38
PROJECT/ROCKLAND DR

62.38

VENDOR TOTAL

259.90

3,842.78

5/18/2018

60312

14952

014520 3245

PARK SUPPLIES/MILLER
PARK

179.56

179.56

5/17/2018

60312

1590512

014300 3245

PW SUPPLIES

76.93

76.93

6/7/2018

60312

270158

014520 3245

PARKS SUPPLIES

225.28

225.28

5/24/2018

60312

4024999

014092 3245

BUILDING SUPPLIES

19.97

19.97

VENDOR TOTAL

501.74

3,875.90

6/15/2018

60316

061518

014100 3245

CONSTABLE SERVICES

267.04

267.04

6/22/2018

60314

062218

014100 3245

CONSTABLE SERVICES

129.43

129.43

6/30/2018

60315

063018

014100 3245

CONSTABLE SERVICES

265.91

265.91

VENDOR TOTAL

662.38

3,115.84

FLEET SUPPLIES

249.90

249.90

VENDOR TOTAL

249.90

2,555.05

6/20/2018

60317

97657

024290 3490
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
2901 - LAMB MCERLANE
PC

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

5/10/2018

60318

162655

014010 3314

SORT PARTNERSHIP-302 1.54
NATIONAL ROAD

1.54

6/10/2018

60318

163505

014010 3314

GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION

153.75

153.75

6/10/2018

60318

163506

024290 3314

GENERAL SEWER

2,562.50

2562.50

6/10/2018

60318

163507

011000 1451 Y

HANKIN-CHANDLER
TRACT

699.39

699.39

6/10/2018

60318

163508

014010 3314

SUNOCO PIPELINE LP

3,035.00

3035.00

6/10/2018

60318

163509

014140 3314

PR EXTON SQUARE
PROPERTY LP CU

51.25

51.25

6/10/2018

60318

163510

011000 1451 Y

PARKVIEW AT
OAKLANDS

1,742.50

1742.50

6/10/2018

60318

163511

011000 1451 Y

WEST WHITELAND INN - 563.75
CONDITIONAL USE
APPLICATION

563.75

6/10/2018

60318

163513

014010 3314

INTERBORO PACKAGING 1,742.50
CORPORATION

1742.50

6/10/2018

60318

163514

011000 1451 Y

CURATIVE AMENDMENT
FOR ELECTRONIC
BILLBOARDS

1025.00

6/10/2018

60318

163515

014140 3314

CROWN CASTLE ZONING 768.75
VALIDITY CHALLENGE

768.75

6/10/2018

60318

163517

014130 3314

GENERAL CODES

51.25

51.25

6/10/2018

60318

163518

014100 3314

POLICE DEPARTMENT

205.00

205.00
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1,025.00

West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
2901 - LAMB MCERLANE
PC

3966 - LUCKY SIGN
SHOP

2606 - MAILLIE LLP

190 - MAIN LINE
CONCRETE & SUPPLY

25 - MARCHWOOD
HARDWARE

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

6/10/2018

60318

163519

011000 1451 Y

SUBDIVISION AND LAND 62.50
DEVELOPMENT/KELLY
CASSIDY

62.50

6/10/2018

60318

163520

014010 3314

MEETINGS

3,280.00

3280.00

6/10/2018

60318

163521

014010 3314

EXTON PARK

717.50

717.50

6/10/2018

60318

163522

014010 3314

FINANCIAL MATTERS

1,537.50

1537.50

VENDOR TOTAL

18,199.68

142,514.10

GRAPHICS/2017
EXPLORER

1,850.00

1850.00

VENDOR TOTAL

1,850.00

3,210.00

2017 AUDIT

6,000.00

6000.00

VENDOR TOTAL

6,000.00

26,000.00

6/22/2018

5/31/2018

60319

60320

6917

1000078965

505500 3233

024290 3311

6/1/2018

60321

422860

014300 3680

PW SUPPLIES

843.00

843.00

6/5/2018

60321

423218

014300 3680

PW SUPPLIES

308.70

308.70

6/7/2018

60321

423436

014300 3680

PW SUPPLIES

71.40

71.40

6/13/2018

60321

423829

014300 3680

PW SUPPLIES

573.00

573.00

6/13/2018

60321

423860

014300 3680

PW SUPPLIES

18.80

18.80

6/15/2018

60321

423969

014300 3680

PW SUPPLIES

519.00

519.00

VENDOR TOTAL

2,333.90

2,889.55

PARKS SUPPLIES

21.09

21.09

6/14/2018

60322

037207

014520 3245
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
25 - MARCHWOOD
HARDWARE

2979 - MC GOVERN
ENVIRONMENTAL LLC

2339 - MCMAHON
ASSOCIATES INC

INV DATE
6/25/2018

11/28/2016

6/15/2018

26 - METROPOLITAN
6/23/2018
COMMUNICATIONS, INC

3301 - PECO ENERGY PAYMENT PROCESSING

31 - PECO ENERGY
COMPANY

CHECK #
60322

60323

60324

60325

INV #
037252

E-2094505

159338

IN000107539

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

014092 3245

024290 3450

706800 3450

014100 3196

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

BUILDING SUPPLIES

41.39

41.39

VENDOR TOTAL

62.48

1,307.75

SEWER
MAINTENANCE/GMPS

1,546.88

1546.88

VENDOR TOTAL

1,546.88

6,898.13

TRAISR/MAY 2018

2,162.13

2162.13

VENDOR TOTAL

2,162.13

42,487.02

POLICE SUPPLIES

35.00

35.00

VENDOR TOTAL

35.00

15,330.00

6/14/2018

60326

161510618

014520 3489

ELECTRICITY/PENNYPAC 8.50
KER 2ND FLOOR/JUN
2018

8.50

6/22/2018

60328

670750618

024290 3361

ELECTRICITY/BIRCHWO
OD PS/JUN 2018

167.21

6/15/2018

60327

880130618

014520 3489

ELECTRICITY/PENNYPAC 21.84
KER 1ST FLOOR/JUN
2018

21.84

VENDOR TOTAL

40,153.76

167.21

197.55

6/15/2018

60329

004000618

014300 3361

ELECTRICITY &
656.64
GAS/SUMMARY BILL/JUN
2018

656.64

6/15/2018

60329

004000618

014300 3362

ELECTRICITY &
45.40
GAS/SUMMARY BILL/JUN
2018

45.40

6/15/2018

60329

004000618

014520 3361

ELECTRICITY &
207.33
GAS/SUMMARY BILL/JUN
2018

207.33
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
31 - PECO ENERGY
COMPANY

268 - PEP BOYS

5216 - REMINGTON &
VERNICK ENGINEERS,
INC.

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

6/15/2018

60329

004000618

024290 3361

ELECTRICITY &
6,039.06
GAS/SUMMARY BILL/JUN
2018/CMPS

6039.06

6/15/2018

60329

004000618

024290 3361

ELECTRICITY &
2,569.26
GAS/SUMMARY BILL/JUN
2018

2569.26

VENDOR TOTAL

9,517.69

82,871.24

6/22/2018

60330

01581065165

014100 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

60.00

60.00

6/26/2018

60330

01581065286

014100 3374

FLEET SUPPLIES

283.20

283.20

6/27/2018

60330

01581065337

014300 3490

FLEET SUPPLIES

2.79

2.79

VENDOR TOTAL

345.99

3,087.92

6/7/2018

60331

PCWNP001-2

011000 1451 Y

HANOVER EXTON
175.50
SQUARE SEWER REVIEW

175.50

6/7/2018

60331

PCWNP002-2

011000 1451 Y

LOCHIEL FARM SD
SEWER REVIEW

652.00

6/7/2018

60331

PCWNT003-4

034350 3313

PENNDOT BRIDGE 1,633.00
BOOT ROAD FM DESIGN

1633.00

6/7/2018

60331

PCWNT004-4

014300 3313

2018 GENERAL
ENGINEERING TASKS

625.00

625.00

6/8/2018

60331

PCWNT006-2

034350 3313

RT 100 PUMP STATION
MODIFICATION

13,701.19

13701.19

6/7/2018

60331

PCWNT007-1

034350 3313

CMPS VALVE
REPLACEMENT

1,130.00

1130.00

VENDOR TOTAL

17,916.69

67,620.95
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652.00

West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
3765 - RR DONNELLEY

37 - SIGNAL SERVICE
INC

4206 - THE HOMER
GROUP

259 - TRAFFIC
PLANNING & DESIGN

INV DATE
6/22/2018

CHECK #
60332

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

445823798

014100 3342

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

POLICE SUPPLIES

39.80

39.80

VENDOR TOTAL

39.80

58.80

215.00

215.00

5/17/2018

60333

28201

354380 3456

SIGNAL
MAINT/SWEDESFORD &
VALLEY CREEK

6/13/2018

60333

28289

354380 3456

SIGNAL MAINT/RT. 30 & 95.00
OAKLANDS WOODLEDG

95.00

6/19/2018

60333

28329

354380 3456

SIGNAL
MAINT/COMMERCE &
INDIAN RUN

253.50

253.50

6/17/2018

60333

28330

354380 3456

SIGNAL
MAINT/COMMERCE &
MAIN

367.50

367.50

6/6/2018

60333

28331

354380 3456

SIGNAL MAINT/RT 30 &
RT 100

443.50

443.50

VENDOR TOTAL

1,374.50

39,575.16

4/30/2018

60313

180541

014130 3210

BUSINESS CARDS

40.33

40.33

6/29/2018

60313

180811

014100 3210

BUSINESS CARDS

72.94

72.94

VENDOR TOTAL

113.27

9,768.46

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12074

011000 1451 Y

HANOVER EXTON SQ
MALL

275.45

275.45

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12075

011000 1451 Y

GLEN LOCH II

2,032.81

2032.81

6/13/2018

60334

TPD12076

655650 3313

KEVA FLATS

7,454.94

7454.94

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12077

011000 1451 Y

EXTON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL EXPANSION

752.52

752.52
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
259 - TRAFFIC
PLANNING & DESIGN

4320 - ULINE

3579 - UNITED
INSPECTION AGENCY
INC.

149 - US MUNICIPAL
SUPPLY INC

5 - VERIZON

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12078

011000 1451 Y

OAKLANDS RESIDENTIAL 1,010.00

1010.00

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12079

655650 3313

RT 100 FEASIBILITY
STUDY

2,948.38

2948.38

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12080

011000 1451 Y

HARRY SIMON ESTATE

1,952.52

1952.52

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12081

655650 3313

SUNRISE BOULEVARD
TRAFFIC CALMING

1,717.63

1717.63

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12082

011000 1451 Y

PAC STRAPPING/307
NATIONAL RD

1,082.95

1082.95

6/15/2018

60334

TPD12083

011000 1451 Y

4 TABAS LN
APARTMENTS

1,919.52

1919.52

VENDOR TOTAL

21,146.72

90,102.00

PW SUPPLIES

134.17

134.17

VENDOR TOTAL

134.17

294.60

ELECTRICAL
9,888.47
INSPECTIONS/JUNE 2018

9888.47

VENDOR TOTAL

9,888.47

62,349.49

PARKS SUPPLIES

43.74

43.74

VENDOR TOTAL

43.74

73,107.34

6/19/2018

6/29/2018

6/20/2018

60335

60336

60337

98607153

2464

6135897

014300 3245

014130 3201

014520 3245

6/15/2018

60339

36448Y0618

024290 3321

MVPS FIOS/JUN 2018

61.17

61.17

6/25/2018

60338

80517Y0618

024290 3321

GMPS FIOS/JUN 2018

52.89

52.89

VENDOR TOTAL

114.06

592.11
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #07112018
VENDOR
3746 - VERIZON
COMMUNICATIONS

3852 - VERIZON
WIRELESS

4594 - WATCHGUARD
VIDEO

49 - WEST WHITELAND
FIRE COMPANY

INV DATE
5/27/2018

CHECK #
60340

INV #
0001550718

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

024290 3321

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

INTERNET/CMPS/JUL
2018

119.99

119.99

VENDOR TOTAL

119.99

2,747.71

6/18/2018

60341

9809293673

014300 3321

SMART PHONES/JUN
2018

54.89

54.89

6/18/2018

60341

9809293673

014100 3321

SMART PHONES/JUN
2018

92.95

92.95

6/18/2018

60341

9809293673

014130 3321

SMART PHONES/JUN
2018

54.89

54.89

6/18/2018

60341

9809293673

014100 3321

SMART PHONES/JUN
2018

160.04

160.04

VENDOR TOTAL

362.77

5,804.22

BODY CAMERAS AND
ACCESSORIES

28,839.00

28839.00

VENDOR TOTAL

28,839.00

30,929.00

CONTRIBUTION/JULY
2018

9,583.00

9583.00

VENDOR TOTAL

9,583.00

110,935.00

WARRANT TOTAL

502,338.93

6/25/2018

6/29/2018

60342

60343

BCMINV00054 505500 3213
55

JUL2018

014110 3501

Total
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

999994191

230161350

014010 3341

4589 - 21ST CENTURY
MEDIA - PHILLY
CLUSTER

6/11/2018

4202 - ADVANCED
DISPOSAL SERVICES

5/31/2018

999994172

5/31/2018

1559 - AJ BLOSENSKI
INC

4156 - AMAZON.COM

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

PUBLIC NOTICE

30.00

30.00

VENDOR TOTAL

30.00

10,877.58

LF0005212636 124310 3365

RECYCLING DISPOSAL
FEE JUNE 2018

44.70

44.70

999994169

LF0005212638 024290 3365

CLOVER MILL DISPOSAL
FEE JUNE 2018

32.37

32.37

5/31/2018

999994170

LF0005212640 014520 3365

ROADS DISPOSAL FEE
JUNE 2018

38.46

38.46

5/31/2018

999994171

LF0005213098 124310 3365

MUNICIPAL BLDG
DISPOSAL FEES

43.00

43.00

5/31/2018

999994170

LF0005212640 014300 3365

ROADS DISPOSAL FEE
JUNE 2018

38.46

38.46

5/31/2018

999994171

LF0005213098 014092 3365

MUNICIPAL BLDG
DISPOSAL FEES

78.62

78.62

VENDOR TOTAL

275.61

2,213.88

RECYCLING CONTRACT
JUNE 2018

17,916.67

17916.67

VENDOR TOTAL

17,916.67

143,333.36

6/1/2018

999994136

86101647

124310 3450

5/31/2018

999994133

112-2600158- 014100 3245
6821810

POLICE SUPPLIES

49.00

49.00

6/8/2018

999994153

112-3140926- 024290 3210
1880247

SUPPLIES/UTILITY
BILLING

26.33

26.33

6/4/2018

999994131

112-3429479- 014300 3245
3491446

PHONE SUPPLIES

21.28

21.28

6/19/2018

999994160

112-6496767- 014100 3245
4748257

OFFICE SUPPLIES

159.99

159.99
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR
4156 - AMAZON.COM

5352 - APPLE, INC

2384 - AQUA PA

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

5/16/2018

999994177

112-6885401- 014300 3245
6214618C

PHONE SUPPLIES

(21.28)

-21.28

6/14/2018

999994157

112-7188096- 024290 3374
8161045

SEWER SUPPLIES

398.88

398.88

6/19/2018

999994174

112-7453833- 014520 3245
0422620

PARK SUPPLIES

60.52

60.52

6/4/2018

999994132

112-7823765- 024290 3245
0845042

PHONE SUPPLIES

13.09

13.09

5/16/2018

999994176

112-8492665- 024290 3245
2492249C

PHONE SUPPLIES

(13.09)

-13.09

5/31/2018

999994134

112-9073562- 014520 3245
0673811

PARKS SUPPLIES

31.78

31.78

6/19/2018

999994173

112-9164126- 014520 3245
9602653

PARK SUPPLIES

268.18

268.18

5/29/2018

999994161

112-9862221- 014300 3490
4311458

FLEET SUPPLIES

127.20

127.20

VENDOR TOTAL

1,121.88

8,683.57

TECHNOLOGY SUPPLIES

3.17

3.17

VENDOR TOTAL

3.17

3.17

5/27/2018

999994167

125210332263 706800 3709

5/22/2018

999994125

03001380518

024290 3367

GRUBBS MILL PUMP
STATION MAY 2018

370.32

370.32

6/1/2018

999994127

03100300518

014130 3366

HYDRANTS MAY 2018

4,170.75

4170.75

5/21/2018

999994124

03108800518

014520 3367

BARN MAY 2018

33.96

33.96

5/18/2018

999994129

0310964518

014520 3367

MILLER PK MAY 2018

98.89

98.89

5/18/2018

999994128

03109650518

024290 3367

ROADS GARAGE MAY
2018

169.21

169.21

5/22/2018

999994126

03781050518

024290 3367

BIRCHWOOD DR MAY
2018

27.25

27.25
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR
2384 - AQUA PA

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

5/22/2018

999994123

03897440518

014520 3367

BOOT RD PARK MAY
2018

71.80

71.80

5/18/2018

999994121

04150590518

014092 3367

MUNICIPAL BLDG
SPRINKLER MAY 2018

208.65

208.65

5/18/2018

999994120

06249300518

014092 3367

IRRIGATION & CHILL
TOWER MAY 2018

547.20

547.20

6/1/2018

999994122

07061290518

014130 3366

HYDRANTS MAY 2018

5,174.50

5174.50

5/18/2018

999994128

03109650518

014300 3367

ROADS GARAGE MAY
2018

144.15

144.15

VENDOR TOTAL

11,016.68

90,082.89

3613 - BLOCK
5/15/2018
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

999994139

61786180515

014010 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

24.52

24.52

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

014010 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

24.47

24.47

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

014050 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

32.38

32.38

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

014050 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

32.31

32.31

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

014100 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

648.38

648.38

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

014100 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

646.93

646.93

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

014130 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

24.33

24.33

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

014130 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

24.28

24.28

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

014140 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

20.03

20.03

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

014140 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

19.98

19.98
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

3613 - BLOCK
5/15/2018
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

999994139

61786180515

014300 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

376.04

376.04

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

014300 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

375.20

375.20

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

014520 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

215.25

215.25

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

014520 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

214.77

214.77

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

024290 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

449.04

449.04

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

024290 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

448.03

448.03

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

124310 3321

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

8.05

8.05

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

124310 3321

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

8.03

8.03

5/15/2018

999994139

61786180515

706800 3708

TELEPHONE MAY 2018

73.75

73.75

6/15/2018

999994155

61786180615

706800 3708

TELEPHONE JUNE 2018

73.59

73.59

VENDOR TOTAL

3,739.36

15,316.84

564 - CHESTER COUNTY
2020 TRUST

280 - CHESTER COUNTY
SOLID WASTE
AUTHORITY

6/14/2018

999994158

1877

014010 3424

MEETING

75.00

75.00

6/14/2018

999994158

1877

014300 3422

MEETING

25.00

25.00

6/14/2018

999994158

1877

014140 3422

MEETING

50.00

50.00

VENDOR TOTAL

150.00

150.00

5/31/2018

999994138

50802

124310 3365

TIPPING FEES MAY 2018 7,316.49

7316.49

6/7/2018

999994142

50876

124310 3365

TIPPING FEES JUNE 2018 2,897.37

2897.37

6/15/2018

999994166

50948

124310 3365

TIPPING FEES JUNE 2018 3,538.49

3538.49
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR

INV DATE

280 - CHESTER COUNTY
SOLID WASTE
AUTHORITY

6/22/2018

238 - CHESTER COUNTY
SPCA

5/31/2018

5345 - CONCENTRA

5/15/2018

5080 - CREDIT BUREAU
ASSOCIATES OF LEHIGH
VALLEY, INC

6/4/2018

4187 - EBAY INC

6/14/2018

4954 - ECOMM
NETWORKS, LLC

5319 - FASTSPRING

5/31/2018

6/26/2018

5354 - FORESTER MEDIA 5/31/2018
INC

872 - GLOBAL
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

5/25/2018

CHECK #
999994190

999994175

999994118

999994151

999994163

999994152

999994178

999994186

999994135

INV #
51017

2179

510867167

00026766

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

124310 3365

014100 3450

014010 3450

014100 3196

658108712068 014100 3213
390

335222

SYS1802149749-44514

228221097

112690310

014010 3321

706800 3709

014010 3245

014300 3245
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INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

TIPPING FEES/JUN 2018

2,693.25

2693.25

VENDOR TOTAL

16,445.60

115,223.66

STRAY ANIMAL
SERVICES/MAY 2018

583.48

583.48

VENDOR TOTAL

583.48

6,496.39

MEDICAL SCREENING

121.50

121.50

VENDOR TOTAL

121.50

121.50

BACK GROUND CHECKS

31.00

31.00

VENDOR TOTAL

31.00

62.00

POLICE SUPPLIES

50.72

50.72

VENDOR TOTAL

50.72

50.72

PHONE UPDATES

82.50

82.50

VENDOR TOTAL

82.50

330.00

SOFTWARE LICENSE

(194.40)

-194.40

VENDOR TOTAL

(194.40)

0.00

MEETING SUPPLIES

79.00

79.00

VENDOR TOTAL

79.00

79.00

FLEET SUPPLIES

581.42

581.42

VENDOR TOTAL

581.42

1,309.52

West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR
4576 - HOLIDAY INN
EXPRESS

5018 - INGRAM
PRODUCTS, INC

2362 - INTERNATIONAL
CODE COUNCIL INC

5227 - LIMBACH
COMPANY, LLC

INV DATE
6/13/2018

6/4/2018

5/31/2018

5/22/2018

4403 - LIMONCELLO LLC 6/26/2018

5350 - LOGITECH

5198 - MEGA LED
TECHNOLOGY

182 - NETWORK
SOLUTIONS INC

5351 - NILP LLC

451 - OFFICE BASICS
INC

6/14/2018

6/20/2018

6/22/2018

6/10/2018

5/24/2018

CHECK #
999994150

999994140

999994154

999994119

999994187

999994164

999994185

999994189

999994165

999994117

INV #
60669865

146090

3195914

000139018

575884

11625139434

28503

232610429

R5FAC7

I-923695

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

014100 3422

024290 3374

014130 3420

014092 3450

014100 3245

014010 3210

014520 3245

014010 3450

014100 3422

014010 3210
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INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

TRAINING

412.50

412.50

VENDOR TOTAL

412.50

1,296.50

SEWER SUPPLIES

229.42

229.42

VENDOR TOTAL

229.42

229.42

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

135.00

135.00

VENDOR TOTAL

135.00

135.00

WATER TREATMENT MAY 162.25
2018

162.25

VENDOR TOTAL

162.25

1,386.50

LUNCH MEETING

43.84

43.84

VENDOR TOTAL

43.84

43.84

ADMIN SUPPLIES

63.59

63.59

VENDOR TOTAL

63.59

63.59

SIGN/MILLER PARK

589.00

589.00

VENDOR TOTAL

589.00

589.00

NEIGHBORHOOD
UNIVERSITY WEB
DOMAIN

65.89

65.89

VENDOR TOTAL

65.89

65.89

TRAINING

842.50

842.50

VENDOR TOTAL

842.50

842.50

COPY PAPER

220.80

220.80

West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR
451 - OFFICE BASICS
INC

1302 - OFFICE DEPOT
INC

3843 - PANERA BREAD

4753 - READY REFRESH

4767 - TAYLOR RENTAL
MEDIA

883 - TRIANGLE
COMMUNICATIONS INC

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

5/24/2018

999994117

I-923695

014050 3210

COPY PAPER

132.48

132.48

5/24/2018

999994117

I-923695

014100 3210

COPY PAPER

772.80

772.80

5/24/2018

999994117

I-923695

014130 3210

COPY PAPER

242.88

242.88

5/24/2018

999994117

I-923695

014140 3210

COPY PAPER

287.04

287.04

5/24/2018

999994117

I-923695

014300 3210

COPY PAPER

132.48

132.48

5/24/2018

999994117

I-923695

014520 3210

COPY PAPER

22.08

22.08

5/24/2018

999994117

I-923695

024290 3210

COPY PAPER

176.64

176.64

VENDOR TOTAL

1,987.20

3,472.20

5/11/2018

999994156

137534049001 014520 3210

OFFICE SUPPLIES

34.40

34.40

5/24/2018

999994162

143264768001

OFFICE SUPPLIES

9.84

9.84

VENDOR TOTAL

44.24

1,992.45

MEETING SUPPLIES

131.90

131.90

VENDOR TOTAL

131.90

2,281.23

BOTTLED WATER

131.81

131.81

VENDOR TOTAL

131.81

868.96

COMMUNITY DAY
SUPPLIES

200.00

200.00

VENDOR TOTAL

200.00

200.00

2 WAY RADIOS

80.00

80.00

6/7/2018

6/4/2018

6/19/2018

6/1/2018

999994159

999994168

999994188

999994137

633489

014100 3210

014010 3424

08F044393250 014300 3245
4

231668742

0075561-IN

014010 3245

014300 3384
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #TC071118
VENDOR
883 - TRIANGLE
COMMUNICATIONS INC

4338 - TRUGREEN
PROCESSING CENTER

4320 - ULINE

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

6/1/2018

999994137

0075561-IN

014520 3384

2 WAY RADIOS

80.00

80.00

6/1/2018

999994137

0075561-IN

024290 3384

2 WAY RADIOS

80.00

80.00

VENDOR TOTAL

240.00

1,920.00

6/1/2018

999994145

84047426

014520 3450

TURF MAINT BOOT RD
PK

675.00

675.00

6/1/2018

999994146

84047434

014520 3450

TURF MAINT BOOT RD
PK

200.00

200.00

6/1/2018

999994147

84053219

014520 3450

TURF MAINT MUNICIPAL 165.00
BLDG

165.00

6/1/2018

999994148

84053361

014520 3450

TURF MAIN MUNICIPAL
BLDG

50.00

50.00

6/1/2018

999994149

84100012

014520 3450

TURF MAINT EXTON PK
FIELD

875.00

875.00

6/1/2018

999994144

84100227

014520 3450

TURF MAIN EXTON PK
FIELD

300.00

300.00

VENDOR TOTAL

2,265.00

4,895.00

MUNICIPAL BLDG
SUPPLIES

47.92

47.92

VENDOR TOTAL

47.92

342.52

WARRANT TOTAL

59,626.25

6/5/2018

999994130

14601176

014092 3245

Total
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West Whiteland Township Paid Warrant Report - #06212018
VENDOR
4167 - TOTALFUNDS

INV DATE

CHECK #

INV #

GL ACCOUNT

REIMB

INV DESCRIPTION

INV AMOUNT

YTD AMOUNT

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

014010 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 820.00

820.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

014050 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 80.00

80.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

014100 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 180.00

180.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

014130 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 140.00

140.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

014140 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 140.00

140.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

014300 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 80.00

80.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

014520 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 40.00

40.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

024290 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 360.00

360.00

6/1/2018

60282

11671203

124310 3325

POSTAGE METER REFILL 160.00

160.00

VENDOR TOTAL

2,000.00

4,000.00

WARRANT TOTAL

2,000.00

Total
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WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
RESOLUTION NO. 2018 - ___
WHEREAS, by virtue of Resolution 2009-09 adopted April 8, 2009, the Board of Supervisors of
Whiteland Township declared its intent to follow the schedules and procedures for the disposition of records as
set forth in the Municipal Records Manual approved on December 16, 2009, and,
WHEREAS, in accordance with Act 428 of 1968, each individual act of disposition shall be approved by
resolution of the governing body of the municipality;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Supervisors of the Township of West
Whiteland, Chester County, Pennsylvania, in accordance with the above-cited Municipal Records Manual,
hereby authorizes reformatting of the following public records:

OFFICE

RECORD TITLE

DATES

Administration

Board of Supervisors

June 13, 2018

MEDIA
142038 KB of data

ADOPTED this 11th day of July, 2018.

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

______________________________
Theresa Santalucia, Chairman
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Mimi Gleason, Township Secretary

______________________________
Michele Moll, Vice-Chairman

_______________________________
Elizabeth Jones, Member

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 5, 2018

TO:

Board of Supervisors
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager

FROM:

Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.
Director of Public Works

SUBJECT: Authorization to Advertise Bids
Clover Mill Road Sinkhole Repair Project
Recommended Motion: To authorize advertisement for construction of the Clover Mill Road
Sinkhole Repair Project and amend the 2018 budget to fund the project.
Background:
In October 2017, a sinkhole developed adjacent to the north side of Clover Mill Road. The
Department of Public Works excavated the hole to find a large 6 ft. x 6 ft. x 6 ft. void under the
road. The void was filled and the road was reconstructed in the immediate vicinity of the void.
In February, 2018, several sinkholes were discovered adjacent to the south side of Clover Mill
Road near the Clover Mill Business Park on Jeffers Circle. The 42-inch sanitary sewer main,
which carries approximately 2.2 million gallons per day of sewage, is located in Clover Mill Road.
A geological study was conducted in April. The goal of the study was to locate the extent of
the sinkhole features and develop a plan to ensure the continued integrity of the roadway and
stabilization of the sanitary sewer line. The study indicated that the geological conditions will
likely continue to deteriorate causing larger cavities and depressions which would ultimately
undermine Clover Mill Road and the sanitary sewer absent remediation.
The remedial repair will involve excavating the roadway and adjacent area in the vicinity of the
voids down to sound rock or competent soils. The sinkhole void or fissure will be filled and the
area will be backfilled and reconstructed. The deep excavation adjacent to and under the 42inch sanitary sewer will require that bypass pumping be implemented to take that portion of the
existing main out of operation during construction. The existing stormwater basin on the south
side of Clover Mill Road is included in the work since it is also impacted by the sinkhole and is
contributing to the deteriorating conditions.
In addition to the excavation and backfill of the area, work will include:
- bypass pumping of the 42-inch sanitary sewer
- replacement of approximately 100 ft. of 42-inch sanitary sewer pipe with new
manhole(s)
- roadway and curb reconstruction
- installation of new storm sewer pipe and drainage inlets to assist in roadway drainage
and transport stormwater away from the area of concern.
- lining of the roadside swale and stormwater basin with a clay liner to minimize infiltration

Specifications and plans have been prepared by Aeon Geoscience, Inc. (geologist) and KMJ, Inc.
(engineer). The engineer’s cost estimate for the project is approximately $550,000. The project
was not budgeted, and therefore a budget amendment is requested. Given the scale of the
project, we are requesting additional budgetary authority in each fund beyond what we expect
to need, to allow flexibility to make decisions in the field to respond to any unforeseen needs
and to complete the job once and for all while the contractors are out there. Because various
pieces of the project can only be paid out of specific funds, we increased the request in each
fund because at this point we do not know where (or if) extra work might materialize.
The requested budget amendment is as follows:
Fund

Sewer Construction Fund: all work
related to the bypass pumping and
restoration of the sanitary sewer system.
Uwchlan Township will be responsible for
26% of these costs.
Liquid Fuels Fund: all work related to the
restoration and reconstruction of Clover Mill
Road. We are coordinating with PennDOT
to determine limits of work that can be
covered by Liquid Fuels.

Cost estimate

Just-in-case budget request

$250,000

$300,000

$200,000

$250,000

$100,000

$150,000

$550,000

$700,000

Public Service Fund (general fund capital
reserve): all work not covered by the

previous two funds. The most likely work
to be paid for out of this fund is the storm
sewer pipe and drainage inlets and the
lining of the roadside swale and basin.
Total:

Other notable points:
- We have a signed easement for the property along the southern edge of Clover Mill Road
(Clover Mill Commerce Center Condo Association, Inc.)
- We are in the process of obtaining an easement for the property along the northern
edge of the road (Dolores Colona)
- Clover Mill Road will be closed in this area and traffic will be detoured onto Jeffers Circle.
Property owners will be notified of the construction and detour in advance.
- Work is anticipated to begin in mid-September and will last approximately 60 days.
- A licensed geologist will be on site to evaluate the conditions as the excavation and
backfill progresses.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact me.

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 3, 2018

TO:

Board of Supervisors
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager

FROM:

Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.
Director of Public Works

SUBJECT: Green Light-Go Grant Program
Approval for Traffic Signal Improvements

RECOMMENDED MOTION:
To enact Resolution 2018-xx authorizing the Public Works Director to sign the eight PennDOT
Applications for Traffic Signal Approval for the traffic signal improvements funded by
Pennsylvania’s 2015 Green Light-Go Grant Program.
BACKGROUND:
On June 9, 2016, the Township was notified by PennDOT that the Township’s two grant
applications submitted for the 2015 Green Light-Go Program were approved.
The first project, the Business Route 30 Generator Hook Up and Battery Back-up Installation
Project involves the placement of components at the following seven intersections on Business
Route 30:
Signalized Intersection Location
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

and
and
and
and
and
and
and

Springdale Drive
East Mall Entrance
West Mall Entrance/Iron Lake Blvd.
Whiteland Towne Center
Oaklands Blvd/Woodledge Lane
Commons at Oaklands
Valley Creek Boulevard

Generator
Hook Up
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Battery Back-up
& Cabinet
X
X
X

X

This is a 50% matching grant in the amount of $18,300, and the match will come out of the
Liquid Fuels Fund. Once the work is completed, all intersections on Route 30 will have battery
back-ups that can be supplemented by generators via the hook ups. The Township owns eight
traffic signal generators.
The second project, the Swedesford Road and Ship Road Left Turn Modification Project, involves
adding left turn phases to the traffic signal in both directions on Ship Road. This is a 50%
matching grant in the amount of $22,000, and the match will come out of the Liquid Fuels Fund.
The PennDOT applications and draft Resolution are attached. PennDOT requires the Board’s
approval of the resolution authorizing my signature for the application to proceed.

Enclosures – PennDOT TE-160 Form and Resolution

WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
RESOLUTION NO. 2018 -____
BE IT RESOLVED, by authority of the Board of Supervisors of West Whiteland Township,
Chester County, Pennsylvania, that the Director of Public Works is authorized and directed to submit the
attached eight Applications for Traffic Signal Approval to the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and
to sign this Application on behalf of the Municipality.
ADOPTED this 11th day of July, 2018.
WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
______________________________
Theresa Santalucia, Chairman

ATTEST:
_______________________________
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager/Secretary

______________________________
Michele Moll, Vice Chairman
______________________________
Elizabeth Jones, Member

I, Mimi Gleason, Township Manager/Secretary, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of
the Resolution adopted at a regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors, held the 11th day of July, 2018.

Date:___________________

______________________________________
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager/Secretary

Sheet 1 of 5
DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

TE-160 (6-12)
County :

--------------

pennsylvania

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Engineering District:

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

Department Tracking ff :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Init ial Submission Date :

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name : Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.

------------------

Title: Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name :West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address : 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number : 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation : 8:30am - 4:30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection) : Lincoln Highway (S.R. 3070) & Oaklands Boulevard/ Woodledge Lane

r

Traffic Control Device is :

Type of Device (select one) [x

r

[x1 EXISTING Traffic Signal

NEW Traffic Signal

r

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCO Section 40, 4E, 4G)

(Permit Number) : 62-2331

Fla shing Beacon
{MUTCO Section 4L)

r

School Warning System
(MUTCO Section 78)

Other :

r

System Number (if applicable) : 1-0023

NO
Is Traffic Signal part of a system?: Ix' YES
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

Valley Creek Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Cree k Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Valley Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lincoln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E. Entrance,
1 : ....

1... .. O

I:' ..............

c

I\A

II C" \Al

c ....... 11 .. ........ I .... 1..... nl .. ,.J

I • ... ,..,.. I .... 11 . .... 0 . n ,...

.............. nl ,

1 : ... .-.- 1-

1.. . .. 0 . \Atl...: .... .... 1

_ _. ,- .... ...........

r .... ..

I : ... ,.. ..... 1....

Explain the proposed improvements :
West Whiteland Town ship plans to install a generator hook-up

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

r

YES

rx

NO

If YES, HOP Application# :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by? :

1
J

Municipal Personnel
Other:

[x

Municipal Contractor

J

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

--------------------------------------

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn
Phone# : 610-429 -8073

-----------

Company/Organization: Signal Service, Inc

Alternative Phone# :

E-ma i I : bdunn@signalservice .com

D - Attachments Listing

rx

Municipal Resolution (required)

rx

Location Map

i '

Letter of Financial Commitment

r

Photographs

r
r
r
1'

Traffic Signal Permit
Warrant Analysis
Cra sh Analysis
Traffic Signal Study

'r
r
r

Straight Line Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffic Impact Study (TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r
r
r

Traffic Volumes / Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysis
Turn Restriction Studies
Other:

D
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Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Cou nty :

pennsylvania

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

Department Trackin g II :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Su bmission Dat e :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department of Transportation ("Department") before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and recordkeeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa. C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa. C.S. § 6109. The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified.
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A": Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit "B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of S)

Printed Municipal Contact Name :Theodore D. Otteni

------------------Signed By:
Witness or Attest :
---------------------

Tit Ie of Signatory: Director of Public Works

Date:

Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant

TE-160 (6-12)
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Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPAR TMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County:
Engineering District :
Department Tracking# :
Initial Submission Date :

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition .

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule. It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation. Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period . Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout (veh. & ped .)
Local controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only
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Exhibit "B":

pennsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

Co unty:
Engineering District :
Department Tracking II :

----------

Initia l Su bmission Dat e :

Recordkeeping
Accurate and up-to-date recordkeeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application.
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure.
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed. Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file.
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection. The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form .
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.

TE-160 (6-12)
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Exhibit "C":

pennsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPAR TMENT OF TRA NSPDRTAT!DN

Count y :
Engin eering District :
Department Tracking II :
Initial Submission Date :

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection .
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software.
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem.
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions.
4.
Ability to implement a record keeping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems.
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform.

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..
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TE-160 (6-12)
County :

pennsylvania

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Enginee ring Dist rict :

DEPARTMEN T DF TRANSPORTATION

Depa rtm ent Tracking II :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black In k

Initial Submission Date:

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.

------------------

Title : Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name : West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address : 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Alternative Phone Number :

Municipal Phone Number : 610-363-9525, x2144
E-mail Address : totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation : 8 :30am - 4 :30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection) : Lincoln Highway (S.R. 3070) & East Mall Entrance

rx

Traffic Control Device is :

r

NEW Traffic Signal

Type of Device (select one)

fx

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4E, 4G)

r

Other:

rx

EXISTING Traffic Signal

(Permit Number) : 62-1766

Fla shing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

r

r

School Warning System
(MUTCD Section 78)

r

System Number (if applicable) : 1-0023

YES
NO
Is Traffic Signal part of a system?:
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system .

Vall ey Cree k Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Creek Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Vall ey Cree k Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lin co ln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E . Entrance,
1 : .......... 1... 1 1.... ,

o c .............. c ....
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Explain the proposed improvements :
West Whiteland Town ship plan s to in stall a generator hook-up, in stall a battery back-up (UPS), and in stall an auxiliary cabinet.

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

r

YES

rx

NO

If YES, HOP Application # :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by?:

r
r

Municipal Personnel

fx

Municipal Contractor

r

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

Other:

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn
Phone# : 610-429-8073

-----------

Company/Organization: Signal Service, Inc
E-ma ii: bdunn@signalservice.com

Alternative Phone # :

D - Attachments Listing

rx
r
r
r
r
r

Municipal Resolution (required)
Letter of Financial Commitment
Traffic Signal Permit
Warrant Analysis
Cra sh Analysis
Traffic Signal Study

rx
r
r
r
r
r

Location Map
Photograph s
Straight Lin e Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffi c Impact Stu dy (TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r
r
r

Traffic Volume s / Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysis
Turn Restriction Studies
Other:

D
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TE-160 {6-12)

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Cou nty :

pennsylvania

Enginee ring Distri ct :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Depa rtm ent Tracking#:

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department ofTransportation ("Department") before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device . The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and recordkeeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa . C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa. C.S. § 6109 . The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified.
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A": Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
11
11
Exhibit 8 : Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C': Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Printed Municipal Contact Name : Theodore D. Otteni
Signed By:

---------------------

Tit Ie of Signatory: Director of Public Works

Date:
Witness or Attest :
Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant

TE-160 (6-12)
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Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATION

Co unty:

--------------

Enginee rin g Distri ct :

-----------

Departm ent Tracking# :

----------

1nit ia I Submiss ion Dat e:

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule. It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation. Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period. Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout (veh. & ped.)
Local controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only

TE-160 {6-12)
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Exhibit "B":

pennsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County :
Engineering District :
Departm ent Tracking II :

----------

Initial Submiss ion Date:

Record keeping
Accurate and up-to-date recordkeeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application.
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure.
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed. Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file.
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection. The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form .
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.

TE-160 (6-12)
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Exhibit "C":

pen nsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County:

---------------

Engineering District :
Department Tracking II:
Initial Subm iss ion Dat e:

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics : Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection.
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.
1.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software.
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem.
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions.
4.
Ability to implement a recordkeeping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems.
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform.

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions . The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..
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County:

--------------

pennsylvania

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATION

DepartmentTracking II:

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Dat e :

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.

------------------

Title: Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name :West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address: 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number: 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation : 8:30am - 4:30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection) : Lincoln Highway (S.R . 3070) & West Mall Entrance/ Iron Lake Boulevard

Traffic Control Device is :

i

NEW Traffic Signal

Type of Device (select one)

Jx

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4E, 4G)

i

Other:

Jx

EXISTING Traffic Signal

(Permit Number): 62-1767

Flashing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

i

Is Traffic Signal part of a system?: Jx YES
i NO
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

School Warning System
(MUTCD Section 78)

1'

System Number (if applicable) : 1-0023

Valley Creek Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Creek Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Valley Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lincoln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E. Entrance,
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Explain the proposed improvements :

West Whiteland Township plans to install a generator hook-up, install a battery back-up (UPS), and install an auxiliary cabinet.

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

i

YES

Jx

NO

If YES, HOP Application# :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by?:

1

Municipal Personnel

I

Other:

Jx

Municipal Contractor

I

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn
Company/Organization : Signal Service, Inc
----------Phone# : 610-429-8073
Alternative Phone # :
E-ma iI : bdunn@signalservice.com

D - Attachments Listing

Jxi

Municipal Resolution (required)

i '
i
i
1'
i

Letter of Financial Commitment
Traffic Signal Permit
Warrant Analysis
Crash Analysis
Traffic Sign a I Study

Jx
i
i
i
i
i

Location Map
Photographs
Stra ight Line Diagram
Ca pa city Analysis
Traffic Impact Study (TIS)
Condition Diagram

i
i
i
i

Traffic Volumes/ Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysis
Turn Restriction Studies
Other:

D
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Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

County :

pennsylvania

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Department Tracking II :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department ofTransportation (" Department") before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin .
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic sign a I, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and record keeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds ava ilable and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa. C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa . C.S. § 6109. The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified .
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A": Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit "B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Printed Municipal Contact Name :Theodore D. Otteni

Date:

Signed By:

Witness or Attest :

Title of Signatory: Director of Public Works

Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant

TE-160 (6-12)

Sheet 3 of 5

DEPARTMENT USE ON LY
County :

Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIO N

Engineering District :
Department Tracking# :
Initial Submission Da te:

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule . It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation. Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repa ir.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period. Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabin~t
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout {veh. & ped .}
Local controller
Master controller
Detector sen sor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only
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Exhibit "B":

pen nsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Cou nty:
Engineering District :
DepartmentTracking # :

----------

Initial Submission Date:

Recordkeeping
Accurate and up-to-date record keeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application .
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure .
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed. Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file.
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection. The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form.
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.

TE-160 (6-12)
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Exhibit "C":

pennsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County :
Engineering District :
Departm ent Tracking# :
Init ial Submission Dat e :

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection.
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software.
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem.
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions.
4.
Ability to implement a recordkeeping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems.
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform .

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance function s. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..
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Cou nty :

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

- -------------

pennsylvania

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

DepartmentTracking ff :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date:

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.
Title : Director of Public Works
-----------------Muni ci pa I Name : West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address: 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number: 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation : 8: 30am - 4:30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection): Lincoln Highway (S.R. 3070) & Springdale Drive

rx

Traffic Control Device is :

r

NEW Traffic Signal

Type of Device (select one)

fx

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4E, 4G)

r

Other:

rx

EXISTING Traffic Signal

(Permit Number) : 62-2446

Flashing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

r

r

,,

School Warning System
(MUTCD Section 78)

System Number (if applicable) : 1-0023

Is Traffic Signal part of a system?:
YES
NO
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

Valley Creek Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Creek Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Valley Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lincoln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E. Entrance,
1 : .... ........ 1.... 1 1.... ,

o r. .............. c ....

r,, '1-11

c

\Al

r: ....... 11 ....... ....

1 ~ I,.-.. ol .. ,J

1 : .... ......... 1... L J.. ... o

n ..... ...... .. ........ . ...... nl ,

1 : ............ 1.... 11 .....

o

\AIL.. : ... ..... 1- .... ..J T ..... .. ..... .....

r.....

1 ; ............ 1....

Explain the proposed improvements :

West Whiteland Township plans to install a generator hook-up, install a battery back-up {UPS), and install an auxiliary cabinet.

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

r

YES

rx

NO

If YES, HOP Application# :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by? :

1'

Municipal Personnel

[x Municipal Contractor

J

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

1 1 Other :
Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn

-----------

Phone# : 610-429-8073

Company/Organization : Signal Service, Inc

E-ma ii : bdunn@signalservice.com

Alternative Phone# :

D - Attachments Listing

rx

Municipal Resolution (required)

J'

Letter of Financial Commitment

n

Traffic Signal Permit

r
r
1'

Warrant Analysis
Crash Analysis
Traffic Sign aI Study

rx
r
r
r
r
r

Location Map
Photographs
Straight Line Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffic Impact Study {TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r
r
r

Traffic Volumes/ Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysis
Turn Restriction Studies
Other:

D
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Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

County:

pennsylvania

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPO RTATION

DepartmentTracking II :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department of Transportation ("Department" ) before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and record keeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and ma intenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa. C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa. C.S. § 6109. The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work perm itted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified .
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A": Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit "B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Date:

Printed Municipal Contact Name: Theodore D. Otteni
Signed By:

Witness or Attest :

Title of Signatory : Director of Public Works

Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant

TE-160 (6-12)
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DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Co unty:
Enginee rin g Dist rict :
Department Tracking# :
Initial Sub miss ion Date :

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule. It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation. Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period. Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout (veh. & ped.)
Local controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only
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Exhibit "B":

pennsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMEN T OF TRANSPO RTATION

County:
Engineering District :
Department Tra cking#:
Initial Subm ission Date:

Recordkeeping
Accurate and up-to-date recordkeeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application.
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure.
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed . Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file.
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection . The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form.
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.

Sheet 5 of 5
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Exhibit "C":

pennsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPAR TMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County :
Engineering District :
Department Tracking II :
Initial Submission Da te :

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection .
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software .
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem.
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions .
4.
Ability to implement a record keeping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems.
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform .

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..
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County:

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

--------------

pennsylvania

Engineeri ng District:

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

Department Tracking# :

Please Type or Print all infor mation in Blue or Bla ck In k

Initia l Submission Date:

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Title : Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name :West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address: 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number: 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland .org
Municipal Hours of Operation : 8:30am - 4:30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection) : Lincoln Highway (S.R. 3070) & Whiteland Towne Center
Traffic Control Device is :

r

NEW Traffic Sign a I

Type of Device (select one)

fx

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4E, 4G)

r

Oth er:

rx

EXISTING Traffic Signal

Fla shing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

r

r

rx

(Permit Number) : 62-2475

Is Traffic Signal part of a system? :
YES
NO
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

School Warning Syst em
(MUTCD Section 78)

r

System Number (if applicable) : 1-0023

Valley Cree k Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Creek Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Vall ey Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lin co ln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E . Entrance,
1 : .......... 1... LI, .. , ,

o

c .. + .... ... c ... 11,11 ... 11 c- '"'

c ... +/1 ......... 1 ... 1, .... Dl , , ,J

1 : ............ 1... LJ, .. , ,

o n ..... ++ .. + ...........

nl ,

1 : ... ........ 1... 1 .. ..

o

\A1L... :+ .... 1... ..... ...J T ...............

r"" ...

1 : ........... 1.....

Explain the proposed improvements :
West Whiteland Town ship plans to install a generator hook- up

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit {HOP)?:

r

YES

rx

NO

If YES, HOP Application# :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by? :

J

Municipal Personnel

J

Other:

fx

Municipal Contractor

J

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn
Phone# : 610-429-8073

-----------

Company/Organization : Signal Service, Inc
E-ma ii: bdunn@signalservice .com

Alternative Phone # :

D - Attachments Listing

rx
r
r
r
r

Traffic Signal Permit

r

Traffic Signal St udy

Municipal Resolution (required)
Letter of Financial Commitment

Warrant Analysis
Crash Analysis

rx
r
r
r
r
r

Location Map
Photographs
Straight Line Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffi c Impact Study (TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r
r
r

Traffic Volumes / Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysis
Turn Restriction Studies
Other :

D
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County:

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

--------------

pennsylvania

Enginee rin g District :

-----------

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN S PORTATION

Department Tracking II :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department of Transportation ("Department" ) before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and recordkeeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa . C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa. C.S. § 6109. The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified.
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A": Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit "B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Printed Municipal Contact Name :Theodore D. Otteni
Signed By:

--------------------

Tit Ie of Signatory : Director of Public Works

Date:
Witness or Attest :
Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant
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Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County:
Engineering District :
Department Tracking# :
Initial Subm ission Date :

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule. It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation. Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period . Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout (veh. & ped.)
Local controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Sign a I Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only

TE-160 (6-12)
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Exhibit "B":

pennsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County:
Engineering District :
Departm ent Tracking# :
Initial Submission Date:

Record keeping
Accurate and up-to-date recordkeeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application.
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure.
At a minimum, the fol lowing records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed. Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file .
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection . The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form .
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.
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Exhibit "C":

pennsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

County:
Enginee rin g Distri ct :
Departm ent Tracking# :
Initial Submission Date :

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs .
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection.
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software.
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem .
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions .
4.
Ability to implement a record keeping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring probl ems.
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform.

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application .
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..
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County :

pennsylvania

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Enginee ring District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Departm entTracking II :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.

------------------

Title: Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name :West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address : 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number : 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation: 8:30am - 4 :30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection) : Swedesford Road & Ship Road (SR 1001)

Traffic Control Device is :

r

NEW Traffic Signal

Type of Device (select one)

IX

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4£, 4G)

r

Other:

IX

EXISTING Traffic Signal

(Permit Number) : 62-3228

Flashing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

r

r

YES
Is Traffic Signal part of a system?:
IX NO
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

School Warning System
(MUTCD Section 78)

r

System Number (if applicable) :

Valley Creek Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Creek Co rp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Valley Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lincoln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E. Entrance,
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Explain the proposed improvements :
West Whiteland Town ship plans to install protected/permitted left turn signal s along Ship Road (SR 1001).

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

r

YES

IX

NO

If YES, HOP Application# :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by? :

r

Municipal Personnel

I

Other :

IX

Municipal Contractor

J

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn

-----------

Phone# : 610-429-8073

Company/Organization: Signal Service, Inc

E- ma iI : bdunn@signalservice.com

Alternative Phone# :

D - Attachments Listing

IX

Municipal Resolution (required)

IX

Location Map

Letter of Financial Commitment

r

Photographs

r
r
r

Traffic Signal Permit

i i

Crash Analysi s

ii

Traffic Signal Study

Warrant Analysis

r
r
r
r

Straight Line Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffic Impact Study (TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r
r
r

Traffic Volumes/ Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysis
Turn Restriction Studies
Other :

D

TE-160 (6-12)
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Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

County :

pennsylvania

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Department Tracking II :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department of Transportation (" Department") before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic sign aI, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and recordkeeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa. C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa. C.S. § 6109. The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified .
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A" : Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit " B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Printed Municipal Contact Name :Theodore D. Otteni
Signed By:

--------------------

Ti tie of Signatory : Director of Public Works

Date:
Witness or Attest :
Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant
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Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

County :
Engineering District :
DepartmentTracking II:
Initial Submission Date :

Preventive Maintenance

The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance

The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule. It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation . Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.
FINAL REPAIR:

Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period .
EMERGENCY REPAIR:

Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period. Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE

Lamp burnout (veh. & ped.)
Loca I controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only
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TE-160 {6-12)

County:

Exhibit "B":

pennsylvania

Recordkeeping

DEPARTMENT OF TRA NSPORTATION

Engineering District :

-----------

Department Tracking II :

----------

In itial Submission Date :

Record keeping
Accurate and up-to-date record keeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program . In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application.
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure .
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed . Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file.
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection. The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be record ed in the form .
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.
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pennsylvania

Exhibit "C":
Signal

Maintenance

Organization

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

County:
Engineering District :
Department Tracking ti :
Init ial Submission Date :

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection .
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software.
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem.
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions.
4.
Ability to implement a recordkeeping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems .
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action .
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform.

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..
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County:

pennsylvania

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRA NSPO RTATIO N

Department Tracking# :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Bla ck Ink

Initial Subm ission Date:

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.

------------------

Title : Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name :West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address : 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number : 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation: 8:30am - 4:30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection) : Lincoln Highway (S.R. 3070) & Valley Creek Boulevard

Traffic Control Device is :

r

NEW Traffic Signal

Type of Device (select one)

fx

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4E, 4G)

r

Other:

rx

EXISTING Traffic Signal

Flashing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

r

r

rx

(Permit Number) : 62-3279
School Warning System
(MUTCD Section 78)

r

System Number (if applicable) : 1-0023

YES
NO
Is Traffic Signal part of a system?:
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

Valley Creek Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Creek Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Valley Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lincoln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E . Entrance,
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Explain the proposed improvements :

West Whiteland Township plans to install a generator hook-up, install a battery back-up (UPS), and install an auxiliary cabinet.

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

r

YES

rx

NO

If YES, HOP Application# :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by? :

J
J'

Municipal Personnel
Other:

fx

Municipal Contractor

J

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

--------------------------------------

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn
Company/Organization : Signal Service, Inc
----------E- ma i1: bdunn@signalservice.com
Alternative Phone# :
Phone# : 610-429-8073

D - Attachments Listing

rx

Municipal Resolution (required)

J'

Letter of Financial Commitment

r , Traffic Signal Permit
r . Warrant Analysis
r Crash Analysis
r Traffic Signal Study

rx
r
r
r
r
r

Location Map

r

Traffic Volumes/ Pedestrian Volumes

Photographs

r

Turn Lane Analysis

Straight Line Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffic Impact Study (TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r

Turn Restriction Studies
Other:

D
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County:

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

pennsylvania

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATION

Department Tracking ff :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Init ial Submiss ion Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department ofTransportation ("Department") before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160} must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and recordkeeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30} days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa. C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa . C.S. § 6109. The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified.
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A": Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit "B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Printed Municipal Contact Name :Theodore D. Otteni

Date:

Signed By:

Witness or Attest :

Title of Signatory: Director of Public Works

Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant

Sheet 3 of 5
DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

TE-160 {6-12)

Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATION

Cou nty:
Engineering District :
Department Tracking# :
Initial Subm ission Date :

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule. It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation. Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period. Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout (veh. & ped .)
Loca I controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict mon itor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Eme rgency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only

Sheet 4 of 5
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TE-160 (6-12)
Co unty :

Exhibit 11 8 11 :

pennsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAT ION

Enginee ri ng District:
De partm ent Tracking II :
Initia l Submission Date:

Record keeping
Accurate and up-to-date record keeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application .
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure.
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed . Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file.
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection . The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form.
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.

Sheet 5 of 5
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TE-160 (6-12)
Cou nty :

Exhibit "C":

pennsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Engin eerin g District :

-----------

Depart mentT racking II :
Initial Submission Date :

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection.
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software .
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem .
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions.
4.
Ability to implement a recordke eping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems.
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform.

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions . The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..

TE-160 (6-1 2)
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DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
County:

pennsylvania

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Engineering District :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPO RTATION

Department Tracking# :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black In k

Initial Submiss ion Date :

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E .

------------------

Title : Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name :West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address : 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number : 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation :8:30am - 4:30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection) : Lincoln Highway (S.R. 3070) & Commons at Oaklands
Traffic Control Device is :

r

NEW Traffic Signal

Type of Device (select one)

fx

Traffi c Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4£, 4G)

r

Other :

rx

EXISTING Traffic Signal

Flashing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

r

r

rx

(Permit Number) : 62-3383
School Warning System
(MUTCD Section 78)

r

System Number (if applicable) : 1-0023

Is Traffic Signal part of a system?:
YES
NO
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

Valley Creek Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Vall ey Creek Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Valley Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lincoln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E. Entra nce,
1 : "'"' .......... I .... 11 .. .. ,
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Explain the proposed improvements :
West Whiteland Township plans to install a generator hook-up

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

r

YES

rx

NO

If YES, HOP Application # :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by?:

r

Municipal Personnel

I

Other :

[x Municipal Contractor

I

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name: Bill Dunn

-----------

Phone# : 610-429-8073

Company/Organization : Signal Service, Inc
E- ma iI : bdunn@signalservice.com

Alternative Phone# :

D - Attachments Listing

fx1 Municipal Resolution (required)

r Letter of Financial Commitment
r , Traffic Signal Permit
r Warrant Analysis
r Crash Analysis
r Traffic Signal Study

rx
r
r
r
r
r

Location Map
Photographs
Straight Line Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffic Impact Study (TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r
r
r

Traffic Volumes/ Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysi s
Turn Restriction Studies
Other:

D

TE-160 (6-12)

Sh eet 2 of 5
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Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

County :

pennsylvania

Engin eering Distri ct :

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Departm ent Tracking ti :

----------

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department ofTransportation ("Department") before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and record keeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below. If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa. C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa . C.S. § 6109 . The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified.
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A": Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit "B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Printed Municipal Contact Name : Theodore D. Otteni
Signed By:

--------------------

Tit Ie of Signatory: Director of Public Works

Date:
Witness or Attest :
Title of Witness or Attester: Administrative Assistant

TE-160 (6-12)

Sheet 3 of 5

DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATION

County:
Engineering District :
Department Tracking II :
Initial Submiss ion Date:

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version . This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule. It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation . Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period. Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout (veh. & ped.)
Loca I controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only

TE-160 (6-12)
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DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
Cou nty:

Exhibit 11 8 11 :

pennsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATION

Engineering District :
Department Tracking ff :
Init ia l Submission Dat e :

Record keeping
Accurate and up-to-date record keeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and response maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application .
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure.
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version.
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
This form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed. Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file.
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
This form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection. The date, the
activities performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form.
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.

Sheet S of 5
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Exhibit "C":

pennsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATIO N

Cou nty :

---------------

Engineering Distri ct :

-----------

Depa rt m en t Tracki ng# :

----------

1nit ia I Submissio n Date:

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic sign a I equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection.
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual responsible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software.
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design test equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem.
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions .
4.
Ability to implement a recordkeeping system to include maintenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems .
5.
Ability to perform all tasks required of a signal technician .

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform response maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform.

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..

TE-160 (6-12)
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DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
County:

pennsylvania

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

Engin ee rin g Distri ct :

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

Departm entTracking # :

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submiss ion Date:

A - Applicant's (Municipal) Contact Information
Municipal Contact's Name: Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.

------------------

Title : Director of Public Works

Muni ci pa I Name :West Whiteland Township
Municipal Address : 101 Commerce Drive, Exton, PA 19341
Municipal Phone Number : 610-363-9525, x2144

Alternative Phone Number :

E-mail Address :totteni@westwhiteland.org
Municipal Hours of Operation :8:30am - 4:30pm

B - Application Description
Location (intersection): Swedesford Road & Ship Road (SR 1001)

rx

Traffic Control Device is :

r

NEW Traffic Signal

Type of Device (select one)

fx

Traffic Control Signal
(MUTCD Section 40, 4£, 4G)

r

Other:

EXISTING Traffic Signal

Flashing Beacon
(MUTCD Section 4L)

r

rx

r

(Permit Number) : 62-3228

,,

School Warning System
(MUTCD Section 78)

System Number (if applicable) :

YES
Is Traffic Signal part of a system?:
NO
If YES, provide locations of all signalized intersections in system.

Valley Creek Blvd & Sweedesford Rd, Valley Creek Blvd & Valley Creek Corp Center, Whitford Rd & Clover Mill Rd, Whitford Rd &
Commerce Dr, Whitford Rd & Waterloo Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & SR0202 Ramp/Park & Ride Drwy, Lincoln Hwy & SR0030/SR0202 Ramps,
Lincoln Hwy & Vall ey Creek Blvd, Lincoln Hwy & Springdale Dr, Lincoln Hwy & Ship Rd, Lincoln Hwy & Exton Sq Mall S.E. Entrance,
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Explain the proposed improvements :
West Whiteland Town ship plan s to install protect ed/permitted left turn signals along Ship Road (SR 1001).

Associated with Highway Occupancy Permit (HOP)?:

r

YES

rx

NO

If YES, HOP Application# :

C - Maintenance and Operation Information
Maintenance and Operations are typically performed by? :

I

Municipal Personnel

1

Other:

rx

Municipal Contractor

1

Municipal Personnel & Contractor

Maintenance and Operations Contact Name : Bill Dunn
Company/Organization : Signal Service, Inc
----------Phone# : 610-429-8073
Alternative Phone# :
E- ma ii: bdunn@signalservice .com
D - Attachments Listing

[xi Municipal Resolution (required)

rx

r
r

Traffic Signal Permit

Ii

Warrant Analysis

r
r
r
r
r

Letter of Financial Commitment

r Crash Analysis
r · Traffic Signal Study

Location Map
Photographs
Straight Line Diagram
Capacity Analysis
Traffic Impact Study (TIS)
Condition Diagram

r
r
r
r

Traffic Volumes/ Pedestrian Volumes
Turn Lane Analysis
Turn Restriction Studies
Other:

D
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DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
County :

Application for
Traffic Signal Approval

pennsylvania

Engineering District :

DEPARTMEN T DF TRANSPORTATION

Department Tracking # :

----------

Please Type or Print all information in Blue or Black Ink

Initial Submission Date :

E - Applicant (Municipal) Certification

The applicant desires to own, operate, and maintain the traffic control device in the location indicated above; and the Vehicle Code
requires the approval of the Department ofTransportation ("Department" ) before any traffic signals may be legally erected or
modified. A signed Application for Traffic Signal Approval (TE-160) must be submitted in conformance with the instructions
provided by the Department, and a Traffic Signal Permit must be issued, before any work can begin.
If the Department approves a traffic signal after a traffic engineering study and engineering judgment indicates the need, the traffic
signal shall be installed, owned, operated, and maintained within the parameters indicated in the Vehicle Code and the
Department's regulations relating to traffic signs, signals, and markings. The Department may direct appropriate alterations to the
design or operation (including, but not limited to, hours of operation) of the traffic signal, or require removal of the traffic signal, if
traffic conditions or other considerations necessitate alteration or removal.
All items associated with the traffic control device (geometric features, signs, signals, pavement markings, pedestrian
accommodations, and other traffic control device associated items) are the applicant's responsibility. The Traffic Signal Permit will
then document all of the items associated with operation of each traffic control device. The applicant, at its sole expense, shall
provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and operation activities in conformance with the Department's Publication 191 or
as otherwise agreed to by the Department. The applicant shall perform the preventative and responsive maintenance
requirements and recordkeeping in accordance with the exhibits specified below . If the applicant fails to provide the required
inspection, maintenance, or operation services within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice from the Department, the
Department shall have the right to perform the required inspection, maintenance, or operation services in the applicant's stead and
the applicant shall reimburse the Department for all costs incurred. Federal- and/or state-aid participation may be withheld on all
future projects if the applicant fails to demonstrate to the Department the ability to provide all required maintenance and
operation services. The applicant certifies that it has funds available and committed for the operation and maintenance of the
traffic control device and that it will make available sufficient funds for all required future inspection, maintenance, and operation
activities.
The applicant shall indemnify, save harmless and, defend (if requested) the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, its agents,
representatives, and employees from and against any damages recoverable under the Sovereign Immunity Act, 42 Pa. C.S. §§
8521-8528, up to the limitations on damages under said law, arising out of any personal injury or damage to property which is
finally determined by a court to be caused by or result from acts or omissions of the applicant and for which a court has held
applicant, its officials, or employees to be liable. This provision shall not be construed to limit the applicant in asserting any rights
or defenses. Additionally, the applicant shall include in any contracts into which it enters for maintenance, operation, or inspection
of the traffic control device this same obligation to indemnify the Commonwealth and its officers, agents, and employees; and it
shall require its contractor(s) to provide public liability insurance coverage, naming the Commonwealth and the applicant as
additional insureds for bodily injury, including death and property damage, in the minimum amounts of $500,000 per person,
$1,000,000 per occurrence, it being the intention of parties to have the contractor fully insure and indemnify the Commonwealth
and the applicant.
The applicant shall comply with the study and ordinance requirements of 75 Pa . C.S. § 6109. The applicant submits this application
with the intention of being legally bound.
Neither this application nor any Traffic Signal Permit creates any rights or obligations with respect to parties other than the
applicant and the Department.

Third parties may not rely upon any representations made by either the applicant or the

Department in connection with the submission or approval of this application or any work permitted or approved that is related to
this application, as regards either payment of funds or performance of any particular item of maintenance precisely as specified.
The applicant agrees to comply with the attached Exhibits:
Exhibit "A" : Preventative and Response Maintenance Requirements (Sheet 3 of 5)
Exhibit "B": Recordkeeping (Sheet 4 of 5)
Exhibit "C": Signal Maintenance Organization (Sheet 5 of 5)

Printed Municipal Contact Name :Theodore D. Otteni

Date:

Signed By:

Witness or Attest :

Title of Signatory : Director of Public Works

Title of Witness or Attester:Administrative Assistant
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County:

Exhibit "A":

pennsylvania

Preventative and Response Maintenance
Requirements

DEPARTMENT OF TR ANSPORTATION

Engineering District :
Department Tracking It :
Init ial Subm ission Date :

Preventive Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide preventive maintenance for each individual component of the traffic signal installation
covered by this application at intervals not less than those indicated in the Preventive Maintenance Summary, PA DOT
Publication 191, current version. This is the recommended level of maintenance to keep the intersection control equipment and
signals in mechanically, structurally and aesthetically good condition.

Response Maintenance
The APPLICANT or its contractor will provide response maintenance in accordance with the provisions of the Response Maintenance
Schedule . It encompasses the work necessary to restore a traffic signal system to proper and safe operation. Includes Emergency
Repair and Final Repair.

FINAL REPAIR:
Repair or replace failed equipment to restore system to proper and safe operation in accordance with permit within a 24-hour period.
EMERGENCY REPAIR:
Use alternative means or mode to temporarily restore system to safe operation within a 24-hour period. Final repair must then be
completed within 30 days unless prohibited by weather conditions or availability of equipment.

Response Maintenance Schedule
KNOCKDOWNS

TYPE OF REPAIR PERMITTED

Support - Mast arm
Support - Strain pole
Span wire/tether wire
Pedestal
Cabinet
Signal heads

Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency of Final
Final Only

EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Lamp burnout (veh. & ped .)
Local controller
Master controller
Detector sensor
- Loop
- Magnetometer
- Sonic
- Magnetic
- Pushbutton
Detector amplifier
Conflict monitor
Flasher
Time clock
Load switch/relay
Coordination unit
Communication interface, mode
Signal cable
Traffic Signal Communications
Traffic Signal Systems

Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Emergency or Final
Emergency or Final
Final Only
Final Only
Final Only
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County:

Exhibit 11 8 11 :

pennsylvania

Record keeping

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN SPORTATION

Enginee rin g District :
Department Tracking II :

----------

Initial Submiss ion Date:

Recordkeeping
Accurate and up-to-date recordkeeping is an essential component of a good traffic signal maintenance program. In recognition of this
fact, the APPLICANT must prepare, retain, and make available to the COMMONWEALTH, on request, a record of all preventive
and re sponse maintenance activities performed on the traffic signal equipment covered by this application .
The APPLICANT shall establish a separate file for each installation and keep its records in the municipal building, signal
maintenance shop, or other weather-protected enclosure.
At a minimum, the following records will be kept by the APPLICANT or its contractor for each traffic signal. These forms can be
found in Section 10.0, Maintenance Record Forms, PA DOT Publication 191, current version .
FORM 1 - Master Intersection Record
Thi s form, which lists all maintenance functions performed at the intersection, should be updated within one day of the activity but
no more than one week later.
FORM 2 - Response Maintenance Record
Each time response maintenance is required at the intersection, this form is to be completed. Once the pertinent information is
transferred to the master intersection record, this form is to be placed in the intersection file .
FORM 3 - Preventive Maintenance Record
Thi s form will be used to provide a record of the preventive maintenance activities performed at each intersection. The date, th e
activitie s performed, and the signature of the person in charge of the work must be recorded in the form.
This form may be kept at the intersection, if it is adequately protected from the weather. Form 1 must be updated at the central file,
however, to reflect the date and activity.
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Exhibit "C":

pennsylvania

Signal Maintenance Organization

DEPARTMENT DF TRANSPORTATION

County :
Engineering District :
Departm ent Trackin g # :

----------

1nit ia I Submiss ion Dat e:

Personnel Classifications
In order to properly maintain the traffic signal equipment covered by this applicant, the APPLICANT agrees to provide, as minimum,
the following staff throughout the useful life of equipment. The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT
Publication 191.

Traffic Engineer - The administrative position which has prime responsibility for the proper operation of traffic signal equipment.
The principal function of this position is the supervision and control of subordinate personnel and the planning of their activities to
ensure adequate preventive and response maintenance programs.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
A thorough understanding of traffic signal design, installation and maintenance.
2.
A working knowledge of the interaction between the following traffic characteristics: Intersection geometry, traffic flow theory,
control type (fixed time, actuated, etc.), signal phasing and timing, and interconnection.
3.
An ability to supervise subordinate personnel effectively in the assignment of their work.
4.
Possession of a college degree in engineering, which includes course work in traffic engineering.
5.
Either four years experience in the field of traffic engineering or its equivalent in graduate college work.

Signal Specialist - The individual respon sible for the diagnostics and repair of all traffic signal equipment including solid state
equipment.
Minimum Position Requirem ents
1.
Extensive training and troubleshooting skills in electronics and software.
2.
Ability to repair modules in the shop and to design te st equipment needed to diagnose and repair a problem .
3.
Ability to make design and modifications to implement or omit special functions .
4.
Ability to implement a reco rd keeping system to include mai ntenance activities, inventory control and identification of recurring problems.
5.
Ability to perform all tasks requ ired of a signal technician.

Signal Technician - Individual responsible for the operation and maintenance of traffic signals and electromechanical equipment.
Minimum Position Requirements
1.
Ability to perform respon se maintenance on solid state equipment up to the device exchange level.
2.
Capability to diagnose a vehicle loop failure and initiate corrective action.
3.
Ability to tune detector amplifiers.
4.
Ability to follow wiring schematics, check and set timings from plan sheet and check all field connections.
5.
Ability to perform preventive maintenance on all equipment and to maintain accurate records of all work perform .

Training
The APPLICANT agrees to secure training in order to upgrade the ability of its present staff to properly perform the required
maintenance functions . The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191.

Budget Requirements
The APPLICANT agrees to provide, in its annual operating budget, dedicated funds which are sufficient to cover the cost of the
personnel, training, contractors (if utilized) and specialized maintenance equipment which are required, by virtue of this application.
The APPLICANT agrees to abide by all guidance provided in PA DOT Publication 191..

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

July 5, 2018

TO:

Board of Supervisors
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager

FROM:

Theodore D. Otteni, P.E.
Director of Public Works

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Understanding
Sunrise Boulevard Traffic Calming Islands

Recommended Motion:
To approve the Memorandum of Understanding between West Whiteland Township and the
Swedesford Chase Homeowners Association for the construction and maintenance of four
landscaped median islands on Sunrise Boulevard.
Background:
At the May 23, 2018 Board of Supervisors meeting, the Board authorized bidding for the
construction of four traffic calming islands along Sunrise Boulevard. The estimated cost of
$40,000 for the four proposed islands was included in the 2017/2018 budgets.
The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Township and the Swedesford Chase
HOA provides the conditions for the construction and future maintenance of the islands as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The size and approximate locations of the four islands on Sunrise Boulevard.
The construction and landscape materials to be used.
Maintenance responsibilities – The Township will maintain the stone curbing and street
signage. The HOA will maintain the landscaping on the islands.
Landscape lighting provision.
Removal of the islands. If there are issues with the islands themselves (maintenance
impact, use of the road, etc.), the Township will be responsible for removal of the islands
and pavement restoration. If the Association requests removal of the islands, the
Association would be responsible for the costs of removal and pavement restoration.

The Swedesford Chase HOA and the Township Solicitor have reviewed the MOU and found it
acceptable. If you have any questions or need additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

Attachment:

MOU

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
This Memorandum of Understanding is made this ______ day of _____________,
2018, by and between the Swedesford Chase Homeowners Association (the “Association”)
and West Whiteland Township (the “Township”).
BACKGROUND
A.

The residents of Swedesford Chase Development expressed concerns about

speeding on Sunrise Boulevard. The Township installed striping on Sunrise Boulevard;
however, the striping did not provide an adequate reduction in speeds and the striping was
removed.
B.

To aid in traffic calming, the Township agrees to install four landscaped

median islands in the center part of Sunrise Boulevard, subject to the terms and conditions
of this Memorandum of Understanding.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Association and Township agree as follows:
1.

Background paragraphs A and B and incorporated herein as if set forth fully

2.

The Township agrees to install four median islands at its sole cost and

herein.

expense. Each island will be six feet wide and approximately seventy feet long at the
locations, as shown on Figure 1 attached hereto and marked Exhibit “A”. The exact
location of the islands shall be field verified with the Township prior to construction.

3.

Each island will be constructed with Belgian Block curb, similar to existing

curbing, and will include three Cleveland Pear trees with a caliper size of 2 ½” to 3”. The
island will be finished with topsoil and black dyed shredded bark mulch.

4.

The Township will maintain the stone curbing of the islands, as well as the

necessary street signage as mandated by the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD).

5.

After the installation of the island landscaping, the Association shall

continuously and perpetually maintain the landscaping on the islands in accordance with
generally accepted horticultural practices at its sole cost and expense. The Association
shall replace any diseased, dying or dead landscaping with materials equivalent in species,
size and quality as those originally planted and in accordance with Exhibit A.

6.

The Township in its sole discretion may remove the islands and will re-

establish the pavement structure for any health, safety or welfare reason at no cost to the
Association. If the islands are to be removed at the request of the Association, the cost of
the island removal and pavement restoration will be the responsibility of the Association.

7.

In the event the Association fails to maintain the islands, the Township shall

send a written notice to the Association specifying the areas of noncompliance and the
steps that must be taken to comply. In the event the Association does not comply with the
terms of the notice within thirty days or diligently pursue compliance, the Township shall
have the right, but not the obligation, to correct the deficiencies, and collect the cost from
the Association in any manner authorized under law or equity including by municipal lien
in accordance with the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions of
Swedesford Chase, A Planned Community, Article 13, §13.3 – Compliance with
Maintenance and Other Obligations.
8.

The Association may, at no cost to the Township, install landscape lighting

on the islands. The landscape lighting shall be similar in nature to the landscape lighting on
the existing islands and shall not present a hazard to motorists. The landscape lighting shall
be in compliance with Township ordinances and the Association shall obtain the necessary
permits prior to installation. If the Township determines in its sole discretion it is
necessary to remove the islands for any health, safety or welfare reason the Association
will not be reimbursed for the cost of the landscape lighting.
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In witness that this Memorandum of Understanding has been made, the
undersigned have caused their signatures to appear:
WEST WHITELAND TOWNSHIP

By:______________________________
Mimi Gleason, Township Manager

SWEDESFORD CHASE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

By:______________________________
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EXHIBIT A
[Sunrise Boulevard – Figure 1 Proposed Traffic Calming Measures]
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